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“We have a ton of DATA, now how do we LEVERAGE it?”The data your company generates is

enormously valuable. But without the right strategy, you’ll never unlock that value — and you

might even put your company at risk.Data Leverage is the first comprehensive book on the

exploding opportunity of corporate data partnerships. The authors, Christian and Jay Ward, are

experts -- a business strategist and a lawyer who, together, have executed hundreds of

deals.This book has everything you need to make money from data, starting with the

DataSmart Method™, a four-step process for building your data partnership strategy. You’ll

learn:A comprehensive process to >identify your data assets — both the data your company

generates and the data about your company that others maintain.A systematic way to value

those assets — so you can tell whether it makes more sense to barter them for other valuable

data or build them into million-dollar revenue streams.A complete list of deal structures for data

partnerships, including how to gain partners for innovative data streams and how to distribute

data through large platforms and channels.An analysis of prudent measures you can take to

protect your data, with detailed descriptions of how to write contracts and comply with

regulations like Europe's GDPR.This book will open your eyes to the power of data with

detailed descriptions of real deals. You’ll see how companies turned unusual data streams –

like aerial photographs of retailers’ parking lots, results of customer sales calls, and even their

own accounts receivable data – into valuable assets that boosted their companies’ bottom

lines.Your company is churning out data every day. Your marketing department is generating

ads and leads; your HR department is evaluating resumes; your IT group is tracking customer

databases and product information. But without a strategy, it’s just a bunch of ones and zeroes.

To leverage that data, you need to find the right partners, make the right deals, maintain

privacy controls, and build contracts that will keep you safe and legal. You’ll need the detailed

advice in this book as you negotiate with big platforms like Bloomberg, Thomson-Reuters, Dun

& Bradstreet, and Ebook Tops.Don’t build data partnerships without a detailed map. Data

Leverage is the indispensable reference you need to plan for and negotiate data deals. Keep it

close by, and you can get started building whole new sources of value for your company with

the data you’re generating every single day.

"The holy grail of data is when you discover your data has value outside of your own

organization. Data Leverage by the Ward Brothers provides excellent, practical guidance of

how to dissect, understand, and implement your ideal data partnership strategy."Sharon

Rowlands, CEO & President, Web.com Group, Inc."There can be no book more packed with

practical, common sense guidance than Data Leverage. It is a must read at every level in every

industry."Bob Herrmann, President & CEO, Discovery Data"Data Leverage is a revelation. You

know your company's data is valuable, but until you read this book, you won't be able to

maximize that value. This is your GPS for data deals -- it will get you safely to a very profitable

destination. Keep it nearby, because you'll be referring to every step of the way."Josh

Bernoff, bestselling author of five business strategy books including Groundswell and Writing

Without Bullshit."Data is like electricity for businesses: essential to almost every aspect of its

operations, but deadly if mishandled. Although data partnerships increase the potential reward,

most companies are paralyzed by the increased risk. In Data Leverage, the Ward brothers

have created a manual to help you understand the opportunity, navigate the minefield of risks,



and unlock the value of data partnerships." Dave Frankland, co-author of Marketing to the

Entitled Consumer"The Ward Brothers totally nail it in their book "Data Leverage". The

currency of the 21st century won't be bricks, clicks, social media followers, or impressions; but

in the scale and value of the data you produce as a business and the value it delivers to

others."Michael Carter, CEO, BizEquityAbout the AuthorCHRISTIAN J. WARD is a data

entrepreneur and founder of two data companies who currently serves as chief data officer to

SourceMedia in New York. He has previously served as the CDO or global data partnership

manager for Yext, Infogroup, Thomson Reuters, and the Bank of New York.JAMES J. WARD is

a data privacy lawyer, consultant, and managing partner of Ward PLLC. He advises on privacy,

data security, regulatory compliance, and litigation defense, and serves as data protection

officer for a number of his clients.
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info@wardpllc.comForewordI am not a number, I am a free man!” So says the main character

of the dystopian television series The Prisoner, an ex-spy played by Patrick McGoohan who is

kidnapped and then trapped in a constantly surveilled community from which he can never

escape. But he is wrong. He is a number. He is Number Six. And we never learn his name.We

are all numbers now. We are birthdays, credit scores, auto registrations, online purchase

histories, bank records, Web searches, social media posts, and location histories. We are data.

This data helps companies serve us. And, treated with appropriate care and in aggregate, the

same data can enrich the companies that collect it. Data is the currency and competitive

advantage that drives the future. But getting at that value is far from straightforward.There is

great potential here for every organization, as well as great risk. You cannot tap the value of

this data without a guide. Furthermore, you must respect your obligations to the consumers

from whom that data originates. You cannot treat them and their data as prisoners like Number

Six.Christian and Jay Ward have created the guide you need to safely, efficiently profit from

data while respecting the rights of those the data describes. Their guide is based on vast

experience. It is indispensable.As an analyst and editor for over 20 years, I’ve seen technology

trends come and go. I’ve watched companies embrace — and often screw up — their

approach to ecommerce, to social media, to mobile technology, and to artificial intelligence. It’s

difficult to see the future clearly when you are barreling headlong into it. With this clouded

vision, it’s very easy to make mistakes in what appears to be uncharted and promising

territory.But this book is about far more than a technology trend — and will be relevant far

longer. From the minute I encountered this text, I knew there was something special about it.

The value of an organization’s data is obvious and fundamental, a value that other technology

trends only serve to enhance as they generate new forms of data. But unlocking that value? No

one had ever before taken a broad and practical viewpoint on that topic.This text comes from

Christian and Jay’s broad, deep experience with real companies. Where there is uncertainty, it

provides reassurance. Where there is opportunity, it provides roadmaps. And where there is

risk, it provides tools to protect yourself and your data subjects. With it, you can confidently and

safely pursue the value of your data and negotiate on an even footing with partners much

bigger, more experienced, and more savvy than yourself.Data Leverage is a unique asset.

Once you read what’s here, you’ll never see the world the same way again. More importantly,

you’ll be able to profit from it.Now get to work.Josh BernoffDecember 2018Chapter 1:

Understanding Data PartnershipsTo paraphrase Jane Austen, it is a truth universally

acknowledged that a company with valuable data must be looking for a data partnership.[1]

Every business, regardless of size, generates and accumulates data in the course of its

operations — data about customers, products, and competitors, and about the business itself.

For many years, we treated this data as an economic byproduct of the main event of

manufacturing, selling, or serving. But once automated processing of this data became



widespread and cheap, businesses began to fully understand how information was a new form

of currency. To profit from the enormous industry that data has become, companies must now

apply leverage to maximize the value of that currency.Data partnerships are now at the center

of the most successful business strategies.Data partnerships and the strategies that

companies use to create and exploit them now determine which companies become

successful. What do we mean by a data partnership?A data partnership is the sharing of

specific, identifiable data between two or more parties who mutually agree on a structure to

leverage and protect the value of the data.Facebook, Uber, Snapchat, Airbnb, Ebook Tops, and

thousands of other companies have leveraged data partnerships and data sharing agreements

to create enormous value and opportunity.Conversely, many great companies have harmed

their own reputations with failed data partnerships by failing to protect and to be transparent

about how they use data. When a data partnership is not transparent about how the parties

have agreed to treat the data, reputations are at risk. Why? Because the single most common

reason for lawsuits about data breaches and enforcement actions by regulators is that a

company wasn’t straightforward about what it did with the data it had.[2]Organizations don’t

naturally develop an overall approach or a cohesive strategy around data partnerships. For

many, data assets are an afterthought to normal business operations. This inevitably leads to

those assets being underutilized, or worse, trapped in a corporate structure that leaves little

flexibility to leverage them. For this reason, each company needs to take a proactive approach

to its data partnership strategy.Why Do You Need a Data Partnership Strategy?If you speak

with executives at a multibillion-dollar industry leader and then speak with small-business

owners, you’ll notice some striking similarities. They all know that there is an opportunity for a

more proactive data approach, but they are convinced that they aren’t properly positioned to

take advantage of it. This pattern of thinking is common: you’ll see it not only in your own

company but also in many of the businesses you deal with. Highly successful companies, even

ones with global operations, are sometimes paralyzed by a lack of a data strategy from the top

down.It doesn’t have to be this way. Ebook Tops is one of the most famous turnarounds in this

regard. By now, Ebook Tops’s transformation from mere online bookseller to the world’s leading

infrastructure-as-a-service company is well documented. Ebook Tops’s AWS cloud services

platform has completely changed the way companies manage, share, and integrate data.

Ebook Tops consciously transformed itself from selling copies of books to hosting and

powering the websites and platforms of Netflix, SAP, Adobe, Pinterest, and millions of other

businesses.Why and how did they do this? Jeff Bezos drove this transformation with a memo

to all of the company’s business division leaders around 2002. The memo is detailed and

granular but boils down to the following highlights.[3]- All teams will henceforth expose their

data and functionality through service interfaces.- Teams must communicate with each other

through these interfaces.- There will be no other form of interprocess communication allowed:

no direct linking, no direct reads of another team’s data store, no shared-memory model, no

backdoors whatsoever. The only communication allowed is via service interface calls over the

network.- It doesn’t matter what technology they use. HTTP, - CORBA, Pub/Sub, custom

protocols — doesn’t matter. Bezos doesn’t care.- All service interfaces, without exception, must

be designed from the ground up to be externalizable. That is to say, the team must plan and

design to be able to expose the interface to developers in the outside world. No exceptions.-

Anyone who doesn’t do this will be fired.There is certainly a lot more that went into this

strategy, and the effort to transform Ebook Tops took years, but it was Bezos’s vision to enable

data to be internally and externally accessible that created one of the most flexible and

successful data partnership platforms ever. More importantly, the second-to-last bullet above is



what created the ability for data partnerships to drive the value of the business forward. By

making all data services and datasets externally available, Bezos and Ebook Tops were setting

up their data strategy for the future, which is what all businesses should be doing.Over the last

two years, we’ve seen some form of the following paragraph on a presentation slide at almost

every data-focused conference attended. The quote has been stolen, and re-stolen, from a

TechCrunch article by Tom Goodwin, in which he said:Uber, the world’s largest taxi company,

owns no vehicles. Facebook, the world’s most popular media owner, creates no content.

Alibaba, the most valuable retailer, has no inventory. And Airbnb, the world’s largest

accommodation provider, owns no real estate. Something interesting is happening.[4]Each of

those companies has created massive value by crafting data partnership approaches and then

delivering a value greater than any one dataset could provide on its own. This is data

innovation, combined with masterfully executed consumer marketing and user experience.

Each one embraced the Ebook Tops vision of open data structures, internally and externally, to

power their go-to-market value proposition. In other words, when it comes to data partnerships,

the whole is often greater than the sum of its parts.Uber, for example, has taken a mashup of

location data, points-of-interest data, GPS signals from cell phones running its app, driver app

signals, weather, and traffic route information to build an incredibly disruptive service. Each one

of those datasets existed before Uber, and many of them were available for free or at limited

cost from one or more platforms. But it was Uber’s ability to build meaningful partnerships to

access the data it didn’t have and then integrate it with internal data that figuratively and

literally drove Uber’s growth.The same can be said for Ebook Tops, Alibaba, Airbnb, and even

more companies that don’t begin with the letter A. Their approach to data isn’t just a decision

on which infrastructure to use or how to speed it up. Their approach is about accessing as

much data as possible and using that access to create value. While your company may not be

a global data powerhouse, remember, neither were any of these companies. However, at some

point in their existence, they made the decision to have a data partnership strategy, and so

should you.The DataSmart Method: Identify, Value, Structure, ProtectThriving companies can,

and must, identify their data assets. Put briefly, identification of data assets means

understanding what information you have, and why it’s useful. For some companies, this may

be as simple as collecting customer lists, while for others it is a multifaceted inquiry into

terabytes of data. But how companies identify data assets is a question of degree, and not

activity. The task is often harder and more complex than you may expect, because your

company may have preconceived notions about its data or may perpetuate fiefdoms that silo

off data assets from each other. But with the right framework, you can simplify the process

dramatically and bring some order to the chaos. This book is designed to help walk you

through specific types of data assets and how to identify them. We will also present some

exercises that should help uncover opportunities that aren’t initially visible.Once you have

identified the company’s data assets, you can begin the process of valuing them. Valuation is

complex and subjective. You must properly tailor the process to whatever value criterion is ideal

for your company. For example, many companies value their customer database above all else,

even when someone could cheaply purchase almost every detail about a customer from a third-

party vendor. What is the real value of data about your own customers? We’ll describe that in

some detail, because in many cases you can unlock the value not through the identification of

a data asset, but by combining that dataset with additional, and often external, sources of

information.After a company has defined the data and put a preliminary value on it, it must

create data partnership structures that will allow it to confidently utilize these assets in different

strategies. Whether you are seeking to buy, sell, share, or resell data assets, you must



consider some fundamental timing and legal approaches. The use or misuse of data often

generates significant government, industry, regulatory, and even consumer perception risks;

every company must understand each of these risks and how they affect partnerships. Equally

important, the timing of when to utilize certain partnership structures is highly dependent on

situational constraints, and so we will outline where and when to apply different tactics. The

creation of partnerships is also the time for careful attention to details of contracts and other

legal agreements regarding non-disclosure and confidentiality. It is crucial to get those

agreements right from the outset, because there will not be time (or, often, money) to fix these

problems later.Once the data partnership is underway, the last step is to set up a reporting or

feedback system to help protect not just the data assets but the value that access to those

assets provides. Data is dangerously transferable, readily stolen or copied, and easily

manipulated to disappear. We will talk about some of the more painful examples of this: not just

external hackers attacking from the outside, but also the realization that a partnership you

purposefully and excitedly signed somehow opened a backdoor for your data assets to walk

out, never to be seen again. Focusing before and during a partnership negotiation on reporting

requirements will help uncover these risks before they ever go into effect.To recap, our

approach is to identify your data assets, value them, structure the right data partnership

strategy, and build a reporting framework to protect those assets. We will analyze this in two

ways, integrating a business-savvy attention to maximizing value and a litigator’s obsessive

focus on protecting your business from legal liability.We will help you answer questions like

these:- What data assets do you have?- What is the value of data and having a strategy for

partnership?- How do you convey the value of your data?- What do typical data partnerships

have in common?- What are the most common types of data partnerships?- What are

innovator partnerships?- How do you identify mutually beneficial partnerships?- What are

reseller partnerships?- What reporting and insights do I need in every data partnership?As we

analyze each of these questions and topics in depth, we will outline data partnership strategies

and approaches to employ at different times in the life cycle of your business, depending on

your objectives.Two Perspectives on Data PartnershipsThis book is designed to offer two

perspectives, one from a data entrepreneur and the other from a data privacy litigator. We have

found in our research that most discussions on data are either too dreamily opportunistic or too

dreadfully restrictive. The reality lies somewhere between the perspective of the most starry-

eyed entrepreneur and the most battle-hardened business litigator.Christian Ward has had the

unique experience of building data partnership strategies as an entrepreneur, an intrapreneur,

an acquirer, a reseller, and, most importantly, as a participant in multiple industries. Working

with some of the largest and most innovative companies in the world, he has crafted

transformational data strategies that have positioned companies for success. Christian will

share unique insights and pitfalls garnered from many different industries and situations.As a

litigator, James “Jay” Ward has a very different perspective. Jay has seen what happens when

partnerships go awry and the consequences that come from a lack of planning. Every business

relationship has its risks. But you can certainly mitigate the potential harm by thinking clearly

about your goals, your assets, and your intended outcomes before signing an agreement with

a data partner. Jay is an expert at crafting long-term data strategies that are more than simply

finding this year’s best partner. Jay focuses on understanding the value of, and the need to

protect, the data you have, and the importance of complying with all of the privacy regulations

that are so drastically changing the data landscape.We have worked together closely, as,

ideally, brothers should.Throughout this book, we will highlight not only experiences across the

topic of data partnerships, but also insights gained while working with some of the most



respected data companies in the world. While every data partnership approach is unique, we’ll

share the most powerful commonalities, focusing on timing. Start-up, growth stage, and mature

companies all have different needs based on the life cycle stage they are in, and their data

strategies must track accordingly.While the subject of data strategy often includes the topic of

corporate data security, we won’t be addressing technical security in detail, because there are

already so many great books, classes, and articles on these subjects.Lastly, it should probably

go without saying, but this book isn’t legal advice, and you need to consult with a lawyer before

making any decisions that impact your legal rights. Instead, this book is a blueprint, a

framework for how you should think about data partnerships and data strategy. Tailor your

strategy to your own situation and retain appropriate legal representation.What’s in the

BookThis book follows the DataSmart Method in both structure and content. In part I, we will

walk through the data asset identification process. Part II focuses on both how to value your

data assets and how to position them in a manner conducive to attracting strong partnerships.

Part III will break down the most common structures of data partnerships and when to use

each. And lastly, part IV will discuss how to protect your data assets through audits, reporting,

and common legal frameworks.Humility and Leadership Are Necessary to SucceedThere are

two critical factors in any data partnership strategy: humility and leadership.Many companies

who don’t think they have valuable data assets do, while those who overestimate their data

assets don’t. The problem is as much perception as it is attitude, and it will be a major

determinant of your success. As a leader of your organization’s data partnership approach, you

should embrace a sense of humility that will open up creativity in your partnerships. Every

different party you encounter who is interested in your data assets will value them from a

unique perspective, one that will not perfectly align with your own. For this reason, learn to

begin all of your dialogues in data partnership with an open mind that allows for creative ways

to work with partners.Remember, taking a humble attitude to a data partnership will help get

things off on the right foot, but that doesn’t mean you should be humble in the final contract

and framework. Knowing your own data value, and the value of the other party’s use of it, or

vice versa, is much easier when your judgment is not clouded by a superior attitude.The

second critical factor of data partnership success is aligning leadership across your

organization. Leadership at every level is required to make a data partnership strategy work.

From the top down, every business unit must buy into the strategy and recognize its value and

its risks. Without that alignment from leaders across the company, it is impossible to succeed; it

is just too simple for even one person to sabotage the results. On countless occasions we have

witnessed one leader seeking to wall off his or her portion of data, rather than opening it up to

other opportunities, internal and external; this is enough to derail any strategy. Get leadership

approval and alignment in terms as strong as possible (think of that Bezos memo) and we

promise you will have what you need to succeed.With that as a backdrop, let’s begin with an

understanding of what data is and the different viewpoints about its value and nature.%Æ%Æ%ÆPart I:

IdentifyChapter 2: Data and PeopleWhat is data?Before we dive into data partnerships,

structures, legal frameworks, and derivative use cases, we need a common definition of data

and we must explore who owns it and who is responsible for it. You may think you know what

data is, but before you plunge ahead, let’s examine that understanding, why data merits

protection, who regulates it, and what you can do to strike the appropriate balance between

privacy and profitability.We admit that we’re nerds. That means our obsession with data,

information, strategy, and law come together in a coherent bundle of geeky energy that we put

to use for our clients. It also means we have a perspective on things that others typically do not

share.For example, we were recently discussing a document from CNIL, the French Data



Protection Authority and remembered that, in French, the word data translates to les données,

which is the plural of the word donné, which means “given.” In fact, virtually every version of the

word for data in European-based language revolves around that same concept: “this piece of

information is what was given.” The Latin datum means “having been given.”This is probably

not how you think about data. For most of us, data just means information and, more

specifically, electronically stored information. But all data is, in some sense, “given.”While not

all data is about a person (weather data, for example, is not), the data that is most useful for

partnerships typically will, in some way, relate back to a person. The weather data may help

you predict purchasing habits for people, or the most efficient shipping method to reach an

individual. So, while not all data is directly about individual persons, it is very common for all

data to relate to, connect with, drive marketing to, or interact with an individual person.Once

you understand that all data is “given,” it begs the question “who gave it?” In the midst of a data

inventory or audit, it is very easy to think of the data as almost having created itself, or to see it

as a dehumanized set of information that comes “from the internet.” But that’s not correct, of

course. An individual person is the ultimate source of most of this information. Data itself, as

mere information, has no rights, and our approach to the ethics of its use are going to depend

substantially on the choices of the company processing it. But there are risks and benefits to

dehumanizing, as opposed to humanizing, data.The dehumanizing approach is the standard

view in the United States. Data, unless otherwise required by law, is basically usable for any

lawful purpose. You can’t fabricate it and you can’t lie about what you do with it, but as long as

you got the data through legal means, it’s yours to make use of. This structure has more or less

facilitated the growth of Big Data, mass analytics, and algorithms so sophisticated they

somehow know that you prefer Jimmy Cliff’s version of “I Can See Clearly Now” to the more

popular Johnny Nash rendition. Companies can dissect the data in the dehumanized approach

in all its forms and endlessly repurpose it, creating new forms of value and new methods for

reaching customers and growing business. The dehumanized approach is also a source of

great stress for those same customers, and as a result, has caught the attention of regulators

and politicians.The humanized approach, by contrast, forces companies to recognize that a

subject of data is a person with autonomy and rights. In Europe, data subjects have a

fundamental right to their privacy, and that is why understanding the humanized approach to

data is so essential. If you don’t understand that the European General Data Protection

Regulation (GDPR) is really about a completely different perspective on data, you’re going to

have a vastly more difficult time complying with it. For the European Union and for its Data

Protection Authorities (DPAs), data is an extension of an individual, another aspect to their

personhood. Yes, a person may have voluntarily given their data to a company to use, but that

data will always belong to them because it is part of who they are.Because this is the approach

European regulators take, it is essential to understand the regulation; taking a “check the box”

approach to the GDPR, or any other privacy regulation, isn’t necessarily going to be enough.

Think about what V�· a Jourová, EU Commissioner for Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality,

tweeted on April 9, 2018, about Facebook after the Cambridge Analytica scandal broke: “We

will observe with great interest how the letter — and the spirit — of the law are applied.” An

American observer could be forgiven for saying, “Wait, what?” Complying with the letter of the

law is one thing, but what’s the spirit of the GDPR? Well, now you have your answer: the

humanized approach.With that in mind, you can see opportunities for US companies, and not

just risk. It’s clear that simply following pre-GDPR methods and practices will no longer suffice,

and that we need to change our minds and change our approach to how we handle data. If

nothing else, the torrent of data breach announcements each week should prove that. But you



also can’t try to run a business as if you were a regulator, because regulators aren’t interested

in profit.There is a third way, a balance between the value of data and the rights of the data

subject, which is a delicate balancing act. It requires an ongoing focus on how your business

gathers and uses data, and how it interacts with the people who provide it. Your company’s

third way will never match anyone else’s, because just as each datum is totally unique and data

is universal, each business is trying to achieve success in its own way.Aligning to New Data

OpportunitiesTo dive in a little deeper to these differing perspectives on data, let’s examine

some unique and evolving datasets and review how they are gathered and utilized. We will

then frame each one from both a humanized and dehumanized perspective to show that

sometimes, even with the exact same dataset, the lens we use to view it can change the way

we interpret the value and risk of the data.Weather Data PartnershipsWeather has an unlimited

number of possible interactions with businesses; we use weather data often in brainstorming

sessions with clients. The weather may determine when to buy products, when to market them,

when to put items on sale, when to raise prices (surge pricing for ride-hailing platforms

leverage the weather, for example), even when to close business for the day. Accessing

weather data as part of your data partnership strategy is a great way to open up your business

to new concepts quickly.For example, one national home improvement chain shifts their

marketing spending based on the last five days of rainfall data plus the forecast for next five

days of rainfall. To be clear, this is a humanized viewpoint in which a change in the weather

affects the retailer’s overall marketing approach at a zip code level of detail, not at the

individual user level. In other words, by abstracting the weather data across a geographic

region, the company wasn’t targeting individual users. Instead, they leveraged a data

partnership with a major weather data company to elevate marketing for products that address

flooding, roof problems, drywall fixes, buckets, and tarps. This weather data partnership

strategy led to substantial revenue increases.On the other hand, weather apps have long

tracked not only the weather but also the location of individuals utilizing their application on

their phone. By default, most weather apps have “location services” turned on. In 2017, an

investigative report uncovered that AccuWeather’s app was tracking users even if the user had

turned off “location services” in the application.[5] This enabled the app to track very specific

data, and ultimately target individuals based upon their location. This approach to using

weather data was a dehumanized approach, where the location of the subject and the weather

affecting that subject was viewed as independent of the data subject’s right to

privacy.Marketing Lists and Append PartnershipsThere are countless data companies such as

Acxiom, Infogroup, Neustar, Dun & Bradstreet (D&B), Pitney Bowes,[6] and others that build

partnerships around consumer data. They aggregate raw information like new home purchases

with thousands of “propensity” models that let you buy leads and lists of prospective customers

that fit into the “likes golf” or “active lifestyle” category. While it is common practice to buy this

type of data or to pay to append it to your own customer list from your customer relationship

management (CRM) system, data partnerships with these same firms are also available. Many

of these same companies, through their aggregation agreements, will be open to you sharing

some of your data with them to improve the quality of their content or to expand their breadth

and depth with new data points.There are real advantages here, although legally, you must

have the rights to the data you are sharing in this type of relationship. Many businesses are

starving for data sources that can improve their data quality or add some level of new unique

qualifier, and they may agree to share data with you in a barter-style framework. We’ll discuss

this in more detail in the chapter on mutually beneficial data partnerships.“Crosswalking” is the

term we use to describe taking one dataset, like your CRM data, and using identifiable keys in



the data to then match them against other databases. In this way, you can take the weather

data tied to a particular zip code in a weather data file and crosswalk to your CRM file where

your customer’s zip codes are all stored. This gives you a picture of what the weather was and

is like in their neighborhood on any given day. As we explore data appends and the process of

crosswalking from one dataset to another, always consider how data privacy regulations

require very specific contracts and terms regarding consent and removal of data.So while you

should definitely explore these data partnership types, you must also think about how the data

will be used. In a humanized approach, you must understand the act of improving your own

data quality about your customers in relationship to those same customers’ rights to

understand the data you have about them and to request changes to or deletion of the data. In

a dehumanized approach, the data about your customers can be highly valuable for you to

leverage by crosswalking it into new contexts for new audiences that may also be interested in

your services. This approach doesn’t focus on these records as human beings, but more as

raw data needing refinement and expansion. We pass no judgment on either approach, but you

should understand how data appends and third-party processing partnerships differ in their

approach.Free Scans and ReportsWhat’s my credit score? What is my business worth? What

is the price of my home? How does my outfit look?[7] Every one of these questions is asked,

routinely, online and in apps, and there are services that will do their best to answer them. The

reality is that every online form, scan, report, or recommendation platform leverages a form of

data partnership with the user. By entering information into the form, the user is providing the

platform or report provider with the rights to the data submitted, and in many cases, this data

partnership can be beneficial to both parties. Typically, the data transferred in these types of

apps or scans are part of a dehumanized approach to data, because the usage rights granted

to the company providing the free scan or free report tend to be very broad.Take the credit

score solutions as an example of this data partnership. Consumers seeking to access this data

are significantly more likely to be contemplating a major life decision like marriage or,

alternatively, a major purchase like a car or a home. When viewed from a humanized

perspective, there are very few data points as personal and human as the timing around life

decisions like these. To marketers, financial planners, insurance companies, and dozens of

other business types, this signal is incredibly valuable, and when a consumer requests this

data from the report provider, they are granting access to this life-changing intent. The provider

of the scan or report can sell or share that data to any number of interested third parties

because of the dehumanized approach. However, if the provider of the scan or service does

not share the data, but rather uses it to specifically and only create a deeper relationship with

the data subject, this could be the start of a truly humanized approach to servicing this

customer. Once again, it is not necessarily the dataset itself but the business model and

personal needs of the data company and individual data subjects that determine whether the

company chooses a humanized or dehumanized approach.But What Data Counts, Anyway?If

you look at both your current data assets and other data assets like those discussed above,

you will identify unique circumstances related to your operations and use cases. In fact, it can

be difficult, given the sheer volume of data, to know which data assets really matter or count.

The unique collection of data assets for every business presents an interesting problem for

those trying to find a way to identify meaningful, valuable data within the noise of daily

business operations. For example, social media is a fascinating topic when it comes to GDPR

compliance, because our nonstop tweets, snaps, pins, and bucket challenge videos gone awry

generate an enormous amount of personal data that lives in the public sphere, effectively

forever. Each piece of information constitutes a small part of the mosaic comprising our digital



presence, and all of it can be analyzed, bundled, or sold. But, the question is, does this type of

data even matter or count as personal data when it comes to privacy regulations?Laws in the

United States are notably narrow in their definition of what constitutes personal information. In

Florida, for instance, the data breach notification law only applies when the data access

includes a person’s first name, last name, and another crucial piece of information, such as a

Social Security number, credit card number, health insurance policy number, or email address

and password. In other words, unless the breach involves the “crown jewels” of personal

information, there’s no obligation to report, because the rest of the data is not protected.Not

under the GDPR. Remember, the GDPR is all about the humanized approach.The concept of

personal data is far broader under the GDPR, and it is about much more than email passwords

or credit card numbers. Every piece of data that does identify or could identify a person is

“personal data” under the GDPR. That means traditional information like names, email

accounts, and tax ID numbers are certainly personal data. But it also means everything from

an IP address to a Facebook photo is as well.This is a distinction with a difference, especially

when it comes to companies unwittingly becoming subject to the GDPR. A company that

markets and sells its goods in the United States and Italy, for instance, cannot use the same

methods for all of its customers unless the methods are GDPR compliant. And a data breach at

a US company that processes data on Floridians and Belgians may have no duty to notify the

Florida Department of Legal Affairs, but may need to notify the Belgian Data Protection

Authority within 72 hours.
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Brian R., “I will never look at data the same way again.... As a 20-year veteran in the Martech

industry, I have always felt there was a void in the resources we could turn to which offer true,

in-depth explanations on a variety of subjects. It has almost been accepted that having a

limited understanding of complex subjects is enough, despite the ramifications of not being

properly equipped with the global knowledge needed for success.Data Leverage has finally put

an end to this trend, in my view, as it bridges the gap between optimized data practices and the

ramifications of not following them. The result is a book with a truly global view of data,

recommendations of how it can be applied, while offering the essential details needed to apply

these practices, legally.I highly suggest this book to any marketer or professional who works

with data. It is fantastic!”

Angelo Spenillo, “Great to get both sides of the data partnership story. Coming from the legal

side of things, I had a very one-sided view of personal data and it's use beyond the initial

purpose for which it was originally collected. This book does a great job of explaining why that

data can and should be leveraged for other purposes (within the bounds of the law, of course)

and how to go about doing it the right way. The four-step DataSmart Method is something that I

look forward to using in the future as I reconsider my approach to the proper use of data.”

Albert, “Incredible way to look at and value YOUR data!. Ward and Ward bring clarity to a

potentially intimidating topic and break it down into a digestible strategy to use the data you

may not even know you're already collecting to form partnerships with analytics partners. ALL

data is useful, and sharing data with a data partner can guide your business to higher profits

and new opportunities you didn't even know was possible! Best thirteen bucks I've spent in a

long time.”

michael carter, “Amazing Book. Data Leverage is a must read book for any B2B entrepreneur

or executive. In a very straightforward way, the Ward brothers are able to lay out powerfully

they data is the new currency of the 21st century and how you can implore strategies to help

you embrace market opportunities through data. It this one of those great and important books

that you will draw on in your career for years to come.  Amazing book!”

SM, “A MUST READ FOR ANYONE IN BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND PARTNERSHIPS.

This book is perfect a guide for anyone in business development to the C-suite. A simple step

by step process where you'll uncover an actionable data strategy for any business. The

author’s expertise and refined methodology is the playbook for data partnerships employed by

the world's largest companies such as Facebook, Amazon, Uber, and Google. Read this book

before structuring your own company's partnership model.”

Trevor, “Everyone should read this.. Very helpful information on how to protect our digital lives.”

Pkras, “'Must Read' for Data/Digital Managers and Executives. Company data such as



customer lists, transaction records, location data, social media and customer behavior patterns

often prove to be among a company’s most valuable asset. But data is often little more than an

after-thought.What are the best practices for identifying, valuing, leveraging and protecting data

assets? That’s the subject of “Data Leverage: Unlocking the Surprising Growth Potential of

Data Partnerships,” an eye-opening and highly readable new primer by former Yext CDO

Christian Ward and his lawyer brother, James Ward.The Brothers Ward take their readers

through the subject A-Z, with an eye towards helping managers understand what a company

has in terms of data; how to work with it, especially in the age of the EU’s GPDR regulations;

how to leverage it as a marketing aid; and how to add new revenue streams.The Wards are

especially keen on data partnership models, a “1+1 = 3” approach that have helped such local

leaders as diverse as Google, Apple, Yelp, Airbnb, Zillow, The Weather Co. and BankRate get

ahead of the pack by incorporating relevant databases into their product, and also having their

data highlighted by others. “Data partnerships are now at the center of the most successful

business strategies,” note the Wards.To help companies strategize for partnering up, “Data

Leverage” goes through “The DataSmart Method.” This is the Ward’s framework for

understanding how data can be used; how much it is worth; how its usage can be maximized

(by pushing for promotional support etc.); and how it can be protected.As a consultant and

strategist, I have often preached the value of data, content and reselling partnerships to my

clients. For me, this book adds a lot of meat and context to the issues involved, and goes into

the “must read” category of business books.”

Al, “Explains How To Think About Data. I met one of the authors at a conference about a

month ago. He was in a session on GDPR and they were handing out this book. I just spent a

some time reading it and highlighting areas of interest for me. Anyways, as someone who has

been reselling various geographic and demographic datasets for years and learning more

about GDPR-related issues, this is a great book to segment and explain the various issues. It's

detailed enough to cover the key points without getting loaded down with fluff or overly complex

discussions. If you have some experience with selling data or data licenses, you can skim the

sections that aren't important. I will be looking at a few sections more closely so I may add

more to this review in the future.  Recommended.”

FO, “Read this book next. The authors’ unmatched experience in this field combined with real

life examples make this book a must read for anyone interested in making the most business

sense out of the data in their organisation. It gives you the structure to identify, value and

protect data assets before embarking on any potential partnership discussion.One of my

favourite quotes from this book "...learn to begin all of your dialogues in data partnership with

an open mind that allows for creative ways to work with partners..." I will definitely be using

this book as a practical guide and will give it as a gift to help existing and potential new

partners on this topic.”

The book by Christian J. Ward has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 31 people have provided feedback.
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